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BLOXR XPF® Garments

XPF® machine-washable radiation protection products are available in the following colors:

AVAILABLE COLORS

Optional Color Binding: 
XPF garments are sewn with 
a black edge binding. For a 
unique look, personalize with 
a different color. Additional 
charge will apply.

Add color suffix to
product part number
to designate color.

"Colorblock" fabric options (fun pattern with black accents and edge):

July 2022

Red
-RED

Purple
-PUR

Blue
-BLU

Turquoise
-TUR

Yellow
-YEL

Poppy Red
-POP

Black
-BLK

Green
-GRN

Gray
-GRY

Camouflage
-CAM

Hot Pink
-PNK

Blaze Orange
-ORA

Tropical Floral
-TROC

Penguins
-PENC

Skulls
-SKUC

Pineapples
-PINC

Fish
-FSHC

Bears
-BEAC

Hearts
-HEAC

Donuts
-DONC

Leopard
-LEOC

Tartan
-TARC

Black
(standard)

Navy

Emerald Daffodil

Scarlet Hot Pink

Purple Turquoise
Not available on standard 
thyroid collars. Bindings are not 
an exact match to our fabrics.

NEW

Avocado
-AVOC NEW

Bones
-BONC NEW

Hops
-HOPC NEW

Jungle Flowers
-JUNC NEW

Rainbow Hearts
-RAIC NEW

Tie Dye
-TIEC

Cookies
-COOC

Outer Space
-SPACNEW

NEW
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Bra Inserts for Breast Protection

XPF® Bra Inserts provide 0.5 
mm lead equivalent protection 
over the breast and easily slip 
inside bra. Useful for those 
concerned about or at risk for 
breast cancer. Helpful in 
situations where the size of the 
radiation protection apron 
provided to the user does not 
adequately cover the chest area.

Lined with soft wicking 
material for the wearers’ 
comfort. Can be wiped clean or 
machine washed and dried. 
Available in standard cup sizes 
A through D.

XPF Inserts are sold as a pair in 
hot pink or black.

10013A-BLK
10013A-PNK

10013B-BLK
10013B-PNK

10013C-BLK
10013C-PNK

10013D-BLK
10013D-PNK

PN Size, color
Cup size A, black
Cup size A, hot pink

Cup size B, black
Cup size B, hot pink

Cup size C, black
Cup size C, hot pink

Cup size D, black
Cup size D, hot pink

Bra Inserts

79099A
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The BLOXRTRAX™ tracking system for 
radiation protection garments is specifically 
designed to help your facility:

TM

• Manage and organize all of its radiation 
protection inventory.

• Maintain a garment’s life cycle and inspection 
history.

• Be prepared for the next audit.

The BLOXRTRAX system features a robust search 
function that allows multiple ways to manage and 
find your data easily. Cloud-based storage enables 
quick access from any web-enabled device. Data 
can be exported in spreadsheet format. Contact 
your local sales representative for details.

Garment Tracking System




